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LETTER

REPLY TO PLÜSS ET AL.:

The strength of PEMapper/PECaller lies in unbiased
calling using large sample sizes
H. Richard Johnstona,b, Pankaj Chopraa, Thomas S. Wingoa,c,d, Viren Patela, Michael P. Epsteina,
Jennifer G. Mullea,e, Stephen T. Warrena,f,g,1, Michael E. Zwicka,1, and David J. Cutlera,1

In a recent Letter in PNAS (1), Plüss et al. compare the speed
and accuracy of the Burrows–Wheeler aligner (BWA) (2)/
Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK) (3) best-practices pipeline
(4), against our PEMapper/PECaller pipeline (5), as well as
against a commercially available, but un–peer-reviewed
method called GENALICEMAP (genalice.com).

This test was conducted in an interesting fashion, limiting
the tested region to the high-confidence coding regions
from GIAB 3.3 (https://github.com/genome-in-a-bottle), in
only four individuals. Many genotype calling algorithms, in-
cluding GATK and, presumably GENALICEMAP, although
its methods are unavailable, use prior knowledge about po-
tential variant sites to inform their calls via the application of
training sets. Reads are aligned and realigned with the
knowledge of where variants are likely to be, and final calls
are filtered based on their resemblance to known variants. As
a result, GATK, and presumably GENALICEMAP, can do
exceedingly well on samples and variants that are already
in their database. The authors show this. On samples
already in GATK’s training set, GATK does very well in-
deed, and GENALICEMAP may do even better on this
small subset of the genome on which it has been trained
and optimized.

In our recent work, we show PEMapper/PECaller pro-
duces results very similar to (or perhaps slightly better than)
GATK without the use of any training sets. It does this by
“learning” the difference between true-positive calls and
false-positive calls via some moderately sophisticated

modeling. This modeling formally and fundamentally re-
quires the use of several samples. Put simply, the math
does not work unless at least a few dozen samples are
available. In our published work, we show it does very
well with 100 samples. Here, the authors have four sam-
ples, which renders all of the math of PECaller useless.
There is little to nothing the algorithm can learn in a sam-
ple of size four, and if a user wishes to call only a few
samples, complex filtering schemes like GATK are almost
surely the best way to proceed, particularly if those four
samples are already part of GATK’s training set.

The utility of PECaller is that it does not use prior
information and thus can be used immediately in any
system, including nonhumans. Also, since it has not been
trained on any specific dataset, it does not have any
biases from the training set “baked in.” Moving to a new
population with previously unreported variation will not
change its performance characteristics in any way. By not
requiring precalled reference panels or any other informa-
tion, it is truly unbiased no matter the population or spe-
cies of the individuals to be called.

In conclusion, Plüss et al. are correct that, if the goal is
to genotype previously known variants, in a small number
of well-studied samples, in a small subset of the genome,
there are ways of doing that which are faster and more
effective than either GATK or PECaller. In fact, genotyp-
ing arrays have been solving this problem highly effec-
tively for many years.
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